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Alienation. Solitude. Silence. Absence. 

Lost visions of an horizon in deserted cities. 

 

Artworks by Hopper depict a metaphysic reality, and its living characters are constantly stirring between a will 

to survive and an inability to exist. 

A surreal and uninhabited world made of urban landscapes and home interiors, where a yearning and poetic 

feeling hovers in the air, communicating a strong sense of anxiety. 

Colors are vivid but at the same time devoid of liveliness. 

Light is cold, clear, sharp, used by the painter to define geometrical compositions in which scenic elements stand 

out like in a wide stage in front of empty stalls.  

The side diagonal point of view helps to create a sense of artificiality, a sense of photographic snapshot. 

 

A Hopper photographic eye which made him become an irreplaceable icon of contemporary art and a true 

inspiration for many artists. Among all, photo artists such as Luca Campigotto, Gregory Crewdson, Franco 

Fontana and Richard Tuschman. They use their personal kind of visionary filter creating destabilizing works of 

art. 

http://www.photology.com/photology-online-gallery


 
 
 

As in many Hopper paintings, silence pervades their photography. The scene is often crowdless, seldom some 

lonely figures appear with a dramatic strangeness and incommunicability.  

Photographers build up their staged visions recreating the same Hopper pathos.  

Among our selected artists we can view a typical example in feminine figures where they are represented 

detached from reality and fixing the void. They seem ethereal, inaccessible and lost in their own thoughts, 

representing a sort of a displacement in our society. 

Due to a global pandemic and despite a different form, nowadays we all find ourselves in social isolation. We 

we all live in a Hopperiana screenplay and suddenly what was being devised as a cultural metaphor and an 

artistic omen with the work by Luca Campigotto, Gregory Crewdson, Franco Fontana and Richard Tuschman, is 

now reality. 

 

This third chapter of Hopperiana follows up the previous shows at Photology Milano (2014) and Photology Noto 

(2016). More than ever before, our new exhibit (on line from 1st December 2020 to 21st February 2021 

http://www.photology.com/photology-online-gallery ) aims to be a vision on contemporary society enriched of 

non-places, non-humans with solitude and stillness. It tells about melancholy, self-isolation of a global 

civilization which reaching the epitome of its economic and technological development, it is now forced to stop 

and re-think about its future through a deep introspective analysis.  

 

PHOTOLOGY ONLINE GALLERY 
If there were one trait that characterizes Photology it would be its ability to evolve and keep up with the times. 

A spirit of adapting that, in its 28 years of activity, has allowed us to organize more than 350 exhibitions 

worldwide, collaborating with international artists, archives, foundations, galleries, museums and Universities.  

After opening various exhibition spaces worldwide – Milan (1992-2015); Cortina (1992-1995); London (1997-

2000); Bologna (2000-2003); Paris (2007); Noto (2013- ON); Garzón, Uruguay (2015-ON) – Photology has chosen 

a new path, actualizing the concept of a gallery as a physical space, with the creation of a new virtual reality: 

Photology® Online Gallery. Staring in 2020, the exhibitions produced by Photology will be entirely and solely 

usable on-line. Therefore allowing a broader pool of viewers to take pleasure in the photographic works 

displayed, and to have the opportunity to purchase them directly through the site www.photology.com. The 3D 

platform is already available since September 2, 2020 with a system of navigation that will permit users to 

navigate within a virtual space that is totally realistic. The exhibited works can be enlarged, looked at in detail 

and viewed from various angles. The text and information systems will be inserted In the exhibition context, 

including videos. In the case of interest in a private view of the individual works, there is the possibility of making 

private appointments directly with a team of specialists in principle Italian cities 
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